Aeration and Cultivation
Making Sure the Cure Is Better Than the Disease

Soil modification resulting from aeration and topdressing.

Layers like these can block drainage and impact root growth.

"S"ports turf managers have been guessing for too long about why or how to aerify." These are the words of Tom Mascaro, who invented one of the first aerifiers (aerators) for turf in 1946. He has no doubt about the value of aeration, he just can't understand why it took the turf industry so long to adopt it as a key maintenance tool.

"The original idea was simply to cultivate or disturb the soil beneath the turf surface," he states 41 years later. "Anything you do to disturb grass causes it to grow faster." That factor alone justifies aeration to Mascaro. When you add relief of compaction, deeper penetration of chemicals, speeding up decomposition of thatch, greater infiltration of water, breaking up subsurface layers, amending heavy soils or creating a better seedbed for overseeding, it becomes impossible to select one machine that will accomplish all these tasks in all soil conditions.

"Before using a particular aerator, you really should identify the problem you are trying to solve," points out Dr. Bob Carrow, associate professor of grasses and turf management at the University of Georgia in Experiment. "Aeration, or cultivation as I prefer to call it, isn't as straight forward as people think. There is no one piece of equipment for all problems." Carrow is halfway through a two-year study on cultivation supported by a grant from the United States Golf Association Green Section. He has collected as much of the existing research on aeration as he could find to help guide him through his project.

"One of the biggest hurdles we have to overcome is realizing that all types of cultivation create some degree of compaction in the soil," states Carrow. "The important thing is to look at the net benefit—in other words, making sure that the amount of compaction relieved is greater than the amount of compaction caused by the machine."

The second major factor is surface disturbance. "You don't want to tear up the turf..." continued on page 22
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during the playing season or before a major golf tournament,” he remarks. “Certain types of aerators should be used at certain times based upon the use of the turf, soil conditions and weather. Sometimes you have to settle for light or moderate cultivation with a small amount of improvement instead of severe cultivation and an unplayable surface. Each type of machine has its place and time.”

Relieving compaction is the most widely known use for aeration equipment. “You can get compaction in a flower pot,” says Mascaro. As the silts and fines filter down into the pore spaces around soil particles, the soil becomes harder and drainage is slowed. Pressure exerted on the surface compounds natural compaction to reduce the amount of space between soil particles. Where a well-textured soil would contain 50 percent solids, 25 percent air and 25 percent water, a compacted soil contains more solids and less space for air and water.

“A good example is prairie soil,” Mascaro points out. Prairie grasses sent their roots into the dead mineral matter that was there originally to open up pore spaces. As the roots died, air and water took their place. The result was a naturally textured soil that served as a good root zone. Without disturbance, this soil ecosystem remained in balance. But when man moved to the prairies to farm and ranch, he upset the balance and today must cultivate to relieve soil compaction.

To say that sports are the equivalent of a herd of cattle on soil is not far fetched. The pounds per square inch placed upon soil by golfers, football, baseball and soccer players, turf vehicles and maintenance equipment is not that much different. By intensively using turf for sports, we create compaction that must be periodically remedied if the turf is to recover quickly.

The majority of aeration or cultivation equipment is designed to relieve compaction in the top three inches of soil. The units drive tines or blades into the topsoil using various methods.

The original concept utilized star-shaped blades mounted on an axle or drum. As a tractor rolled the aerator over the turf, the weight of the unit forced the blades into and out of the soil. The openings left behind allowed improved penetration of air, water and fertilizers. Since soil was forced down and to the side when the spike entered the soil, little direct relief of compaction was provided. By creating pathways in the soil, natural processes that improve soil texture, such as root penetration and freezing and thawing, could indirectly benefit the turf. This method of cultivation is referred to today as pin spiking.

Inventors, such as Mascaro, took the concept a step further by replacing the blades with open spoons or hollow cylindrical tines that pulled a plug or core of soil out of the ground. They also developed other methods of driving these tines into the ground, ranging from drills to sets of arms on a crankshaft. By removing cores of soil, the density or hardness of the soil around the holes was reduced. It has since been confirmed at Michigan State University that these tines initially compact the soil on the walls and bottom of the holes. As the hole walls collapse, the net result is reduced compaction down to the depth of the tine.

Repeated aeration at the same depth, however, can create a compacted layer in some soils at the bottom of the holes, usually between two and three inches. This has led to development of cultivation technology that breaks up this subsurface layer. How frequently “deep cultivation” is required can be based on the soil type, the frequency of shallow cultivation, the closeness of the tine pattern and whether or not the tine depth is altered between aeration.

Another type of aeration, called “shattercore,” has been developed to cultivate a larger volume of soil around holes made by tines or blades. The action of the tine or blade in the soil shatters or disturbs the soil beyond the hole wall. Instead of bringing a core of soil to the surface that must be removed or broken up, this technique relies on solid tines or specially designed blades to disturb the soil below the surface. Manufacturers of shattercore equipment recommend that soil moisture levels should be lower than they would be for conventional core aeration.

“If your goal is to control compaction,” says Carrow, “the best thing you can do is develop a schedule of assorted cultivation techniques timed to consider surface disturbance, weather conditions and use of each turf site at different times of the year. If a green is showing signs of stress a week before a tournament, you might consider pin spiking to gain maybe five percent improvement, instead of core cultivating.” Another option is to switch to a smaller tine, possibly even a small solid tine, to keep surface disturbance to a minimum. More effective methods of cultivation should be scheduled and carried out after the tournament and periodically throughout the growing season.

One scale of the severity of core cultivation is the percentage of soil removed by the aerator. The size and pattern of tines on aerators can vary this percentage from one to more than ten. A figure between two and three percent is common for standard turf aerators while some greens aerators can remove more than ten percent.

Tines range in size from 1/4-inch to 3/4-inch in diameter. Larger tines remove more soil. Patterns, or the spacing between tines, generally range from four by seven inches for some rolling-type aerators down to one by two inches for some crankshaft models. Making more than one pass with an aerator can create a tighter pattern. In addition to the tine size and pattern, tine depth is also an important consideration when it comes to the volume of soil being removed. A large tine on a tight pattern can remove up to 15 percent of the soil.

Carrow’s point is that the sports turf
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The manager should have the ability to adjust the severity of cultivation to match turf use and weather conditions. For example, a football field constructed of heavy soil should be severely cultivated in the spring by removing up to ten percent of the soil through core aeration. During the playing season, when surface disturbance needs to be kept to a minimum, the sports turf manager could switch to pin spiking or small solid tines. After the last game, moderate core aeration can then remove between three to five percent of the compacted soil.

Carrow cautions that severe core aeration should be avoided during excessively hot, cold or dry periods. In fact, if a turf area does not have an irrigation system, severe cultivation could do more harm than good.

Heavily-used, severely compacted sports turf may periodically require deep cultivation in addition to frequent aeration of the topsoil. Deep cultivators operate on a number of different principles to cultivate and shatter the soil to a depth of four to ten inches. Carrow's preliminary results have shown that deep cultivation increases root depth, an important factor in drought and wear tolerance. "We've discovered that compaction can stimulate surface rooting," states Carrow. While the turf may actually increase its root structure, these roots are nearer to the surface where they are exposed to traffic and the elements.

"One very important thing to remember," says Carrow, "is turf under stress does not recover as quickly as healthy turf. Cultivation also adds to the stress placed on the turf at first. It's critical to fertilize before or immediately after cultivating to give the turf the ability to heal up rapidly."

The value of cultivation in controlling thatch is also gaining recognition. The organisms which break down dead plant material are sensitive to soil conditions. Excessive wetness or dryness caused by surface compaction can disrupt their role in breaking down thatch. Cultivation that breaks through compacted soil layers improves the environment for these beneficial organisms. Furthermore, by relieving compaction, turfgrass rooting should shift in favor of deeper rooting as opposed to surface rooting. As surface roots age and die, they add to the amount of material in the thatch layer that organisms must break down.

Core aeration can remove up to 15 percent of the thatch on the surface. Dr. Martin Petrovic at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY, says core aeration can actually remove more thatch than some verticutters or dethatching units. Furthermore, if core soil containing beneficial organisms is mixed into the thatch layer, decomposition is improved. By breaking the cores up with a drag or vertical mower and brushing them...
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into the thatch, the layer of dead vegetation is recharged with fungi, bacteria and other organisms which feed on it. Many sports turf managers find aeration and recycling the cores back into the soil more practical than removing thatch by power raking and disposing of the debris.

Some superintendents utilize core aeration with topdressing to gradually amend heavy soils. By brushing sand or sand mixed with humus into core holes after each aeration, heavy soil is replaced with a growing medium that resists compaction and drains better. The improvement is small, but it may provide some relief when reconstruction is impractical. One type of deep cultivation consists of a vibratory plow that injects sand into narrow channels in the soil.

Manufacturers have developed machinery to reduce the amount of labor required to handle large volumes of soil and amendments. They have designed core collectors to simplify removal of cores on greens. They have also developed topdressers that distribute material evenly over large areas. Combined with cultivation methods, these machines allow turf managers to control the texture of playing surfaces more effectively.

One obstacle to managing soil texture has been the inability of the sports turf manager to reliably measure soil hardness. He can send soil samples to a laboratory for analysis, but that doesn’t provide a quick way of judging hardness or compaction in the field. An athletic field manager needs to know if certain fields or portions of fields are becoming too compacted for player safety and turf health. A superintendent needs to know if his greens are approximately the same firmness. Small raised greens may get hard faster than larger shaded greens. Separate cultivation techniques and schedules may need to be developed for each green.

Compaction meters range from simple spring-loaded rods to complex impact testers. These devices not only allow the turf manager to compare the firmness of...
different sites, they can alert him if the soil is too wet or dry for cultivation. “Water is a good lubricant,” explains Mascaro. “You need a certain amount of moisture for tines to penetrate the soil to a desired depth.” Diagnostic tools, such as compaction gauges, give the sports turf manager the control he needs to plan and implement cultivation programs more effectively than before.

A core sampler, a simple hollow rod or shaft that opens after a core is pulled, is diagnostic tool that every sports turf manager should use regularly, says Mascaro. It not only reveals subsurface layers, it can provide important information on soil texture and moisture at various depths. “You can see how deep roots are growing in a certain area,” says Mascaro. “Shallow roots are a sure sign of a compaction problem.”

Salsco crankshaft greens aerator.

Selecting an aerator or aerators can be surprisingly complicated. Rolling-type units have fewer parts that require service than crankshaft types. However, a rolling-type aerator may have 30 to more than 300 tines that will need to be replaced at some point. Crankshaft models typically have between eight and 12 tines.

Rolling-type tines enter and leave the soil at an angle, whereas crankshaft-driven tines enter and leave the soil in a near-vertical motion. As a result, the surface opening made by the vertical tine is cleaner. You may not want to use a rolling-type aerator on a green, but its speed makes it faster on fairways and fields. Some manufacturers have recently increased the speed of their crankshaft models to cultivate up to 30,000 square feet per hour. One manufacturer has more than doubled that speed by doubling the width of its crankshaft-type aerator. A rolling-type aerator pulled by a tractor in the same period of time might do one to two acres. “You have to look at the core pattern and depth for a true comparison,” says Sal Rizzo, president of Salsco, Inc.

With the exception of the Holland Aerator, deep cultivators are more complicated machines than rolling-type aerators. They too require regular maintenance for reliable, long-term performance. For this reason, most deep cultivators are owned and operated by specialized contractors.

One thing is very clear—you have to maintain aerators regularly if you expect them to work properly when you need them. “You should spend 30 minutes on maintenance every day you use an aerator,” says Rizzo. “That small degree of prevention can save you hours of downtime. After all, you should be doing the same thing for your mowing equipment.”

The other key to longevity of aerator equipment is evaluating the site and soil conditions prior to aerating. “Once you get off a green and onto a sports field or fairway, the hardness and uniformity of the soil changes drastically,” warns Clarke Staples with Cushman-Ryan. “The machine and the tines must work harder and for a longer period of time. The operator needs to be on the alert for roots, rocks and other hard objects in the soil at all times. You may need to vary the depth of the aerator due to soil conditions.”

One reason Carrow thinks cultivation has been accepted as an important part of sports turf maintenance is golfers and players are beginning to understand that a small amount of inconvenience caused by holes or soil cores is a small price to pay for overall improvement in the turf throughout the year. In fact, if they don’t see some signs of cultivation during the year, they may wonder if the superintendent or sports turf manager knows what he is doing.
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